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Introduction 
The realisation of a parallel machine for automated theorem proving, logic and functional 
programming and other types of symbolic computations i a research topic that is 
currently pursued world-wide. At this early stage, most of the material on parallel 
machines for symbolic omputation is contained in technical reports and proceedings of 
conferences. This bibliography aims at supporting and challenging future research on this 
subject area by pointing to most of the existing papers in this field without trying to give 
any assessment. Some attempt at completeness has been made. However, at this stage, it 
turned out to be nearly impossible to keep track of all the work at present evolving in the 
various research groups throughout he world. Therefore, we would like to urge the 
readers to submit information about other entries that should appear in this bibliography. 
A list of addenda will be published in the bibliography section in one of the forthcoming 
issues of this journal. Papers qualifying for this bibliography should meet the following 
criteria: 
- -  the architecture should be truely parallel (no simulation of parallelism on sequential 
machines) 
- - the  architecture must be realised in hardware (or, at least, must promise to be 
realisable in hardware) 
- - the  intended application of the machine should be in the area of symbolic 
computation i  the sense of the word used in this journal. 
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